Our understanding of laser energy coupling into laser-driven inertial confinement fusion targets largely depends on our ability to accurately measure and simulate the plasma conditions in the underdense corona and in high density capsule implosions.
INTRODUCTION
In the indirect drive approach to inertial confinement fusion [l] , gas-filled hohlraums are used as radiation enclosures converting high-power laser energy into soft x rays to achieve a symmetric ablation pressure on the fusion capsule and a symmetric high convergence capsule implosion [2] . Present ignition designs for the future National Ignition Facility (NIF) show a significant yield of -16MJ when absorbing more than 1MJ of laser energy into the hohlraum [2, 3] . For this reason, it is crucial to understand backscattering losses by stimulated Brillouin (SBS) and stimulated Raman (SRS) scattering [4, 5] since these processes can scatter a significant fraction of the laser energy away from the fusion plasma. Present experiments therefore measure the absolute scattering losses by these processes in addition to the total x-ray production in hohlraums applying various beam smoothing techniques. Smoothing of the laser beams have been shown to reduce laser scattering losses by suppressing filamentation and hot spots. This result has led to more than 95% absorption of the laser energy in gas-filled hohlraums [6] . Absolute x-ray spectroscopic measurements have shown that 80-90% of the laser light is then converted into x rays which drive the implosion of the fusion capsule.
A small fraction of the laser energy, however, is absorbed into hot -electrons [7, 8, 9] . These electrons have energies in the range of 20 -40 keV preheating the fusion capsule which in turn results in a reduced capsule compressibility. Calculations show that the time-integrated fraction of hot electrons in an ignition hohlraum must be smaller than 15% (6%) for 20 keV (40 keV) electrons to avoid a reduction of the capsule gain [2] . Applying x-ray spectroscopic measurements of line radiation [lo-151 from small tracers have shown that the local hot electron fraction in gas-filled hohlraums is strongly correlated with stimulated Raman scattering [ 161. Electron Landau damping of the electron plasma waves which am excited by the stimulated Raman process [ 171 is the physical mechanism by which these hot electrons have been produced. A peak hot electron fraction of 10% (2% time integrated) has been observed with unsmoothed laser beams indicating the importance to suppress stimulated Raman scattering in fusion targets [16] through the use of beam smoothing techniques as planned on the NIF.
Capsule implosions driven by x rays from high-2 hohlraums converge to a final radius -10 smaller than the original radius of about 275 l.rrn in present indirect drive experiments. Consequently plasma conditions similar to those of stars of extremely high densities 10 24 cm-3 and temperatures 1 -2 keV have been produced [ 181. The characterization of these dense plasmas requires x-ray or neutron diagnostics. In particular, the spectrum of the He-p line (n=l-3) of Ar XVII with its dielectronic satellites has been found to be a valuable diagnostic of electron densities and temperatures. This line is Stark broadened so that densities can be inferred from the width of the spectral line, and the upper levels of the dielectronic satellites on the red wing of the He-p line are populated by dielectronic recombination so that their relative intensity is sensitive to the electron temperature. The contribution of the satellites is especially important at earlier times in the implosion where temperatures are below 1 keV so that the satellites need to be self-consistently included in the fit of the whole line shape with a Stark-broadening code coupled to a kinetics model. Recent temporally resolved measurements [19 of the spectrum of the He-p line 4 plus satellites have resulted in a density of 10 2 cm-3 and peak temperatures of -1 keV which are somewhat lower than calculated with two-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling using the code LASNEX.
For this reason we have performed new ex T riments in open-5 eometry gas bag plasmas [20-221 at densities of7x 102Ocm-and 1021 cm-. These gas bag plasmas are independently diagnosed with spectroscopy [22] , Thomson scattering [23 1, and stimulated Raman scattering [20, 24] . In particular, the Thomson scattering diagnostics has been developed to a high degree of accuracy in these fusion plasmas. It is now possible to measure electron temperatures Te and densities ne, ion temperatures Ti, macroscopic flow velocities v, and the averaged ionization stage Z. Possible effects due to turbulence as suggested in Ref. [25] can be clearly ruled out from the experimental Thomson scattering spectra [26] . We find that the kinetics modeling is in good agreement with the measured intensities of the dielectronic satellites of the He-p line (n=l-3) of Ar XVII for the two different electron densities. This result verifies the kinetics modeling used for the interpretation of implosion spectra. It further indicates that the somewhat lower temperature from the satellites might be a combined effect of spatial gradients in the fusion capsule and of the weak intensity of the satellites at peak temperature where Stark broadening introduces great difficulties in determining their intensity.
HOHLRAUM COUPLING EXPERIMENTS
Cylindrical gold hohlraums of 2,750 pm length and 800 pm radius were heated in experiments at the Nova Laser Facility at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [27] applying various beam smoothing techniques. These hohlraums are of the standard size for capsule implosions [ 18,281 and present benchmarking experiments [29-311 at Nova. On each side five laser beams enter the hohh-aum through laser entrance holes (LEH). Besides regular empty hohlraums we shot hohlraums filled with 1 atm of methane (CH4) and used 0.35 pm thick polyimide to cover holes. A total of ten shaped laser beams were applied with a duration of 2.4 ns rising from a 7 TW foot to 17 TW peak power (pulse shape no. 22: PS22). The total energy supplied to the target was 29 kJ. Experiments were performed with standard unsmoothed Nova beams and with two types of beam smoothing conditions. The beams were smoothed by using Kinoform Phase Plates (KPP) [32-341 which break each beam into many several-mm-scale beamlets whose diffraction limited focal spots are then superposed in the target plane producing an intensity envelope without large scale-length inhomogeneities but consisting of fine scale hot spots (speckles). The focal spot is further smoothed through use of Smoothing by Spectral Dispersion (SSD) [35, 36] , where the combination of bandwidth of 0.22 nm at 10 together with a dispersive grating in the beam line serves in the focal plane on time scales -5 ps short compared with spots to form a filament in the plasma (-10 ps -20 ps). The results in peak laser intensities of 2 x 1015 W cme2 at comparable to those anticipated in NIF hohhaums.
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We measure the x ray production in the hohlraums with a broadband filter x-ray diode array and 'fast scopes [37] . This instrument detects the radiation flux per steradian temporally and spectrally resolved $(t,v) emitted along the collimated line of sight from the indirectly heated wall opposite a diagnostic hole (450 pm diameter) in the side of the hohlmum (Fig. 1) . The hohlraum wall temperature is then obtained by Q(t) = 0 Twal14(t) Ad, where Q(t) is the frequency-integrated radiation flux (O-2 keV) emitted from the wall through a diagnostic hole (area Ad) and G is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Figure 2 (a) shows examples of temporally resolved emission spectra of the gold hohlraum wall in the energy range 1 keV -2 keV. The spectra are integrated over 100 ps. From the absolute power we deduce the hohlmum wall temperature as function of time as plotted in Fig. 2(b) . The temperature measurements compare well to the detailed radiation hydrodynamic modeling [6, . In particular, at the peak of the x-ray drive at t = Q + 1.8 ns measured and calculated temperatures match well. The calculations use corrected pulse shapes with SBS and SRS losses subtracted. From these wall temperature data it is possible to arrive at an estimate of the hohlraum radiation temperature TED [41-441 wh' h ic is a measure of the total x-ray production in hohlraums and is important for the purpose of simulating capsule implosion dynamics because the capsule is irradiated by x rays from both, the indirectly and directly heated hohlraum wall.
This correction, called albedo correction, is performed on calculational basis [40] and corroborated by witness plate measurements [44] and xray emission measurements through the laser entrance hole [6, 45, 46] . Simultaneously, three independent detection systems have been applied for a complete measurement of the scattering losses. Backscattering into the lens of one of the Nova laser beams has been detected with a full aperture backscattering diagnostic [20] . The light was imaged onto a frosted silica plate and detected temporally and spectrally resolved with filtered diodes, spectrometers, and optical streak cameras. The whole detection system was absolutely calibrated in situ by retro-reflecting 8% of a full-power laser shot into the detector. Light scattered at larger angles up to 220 was measured with a near backscattering imager [47] consisting of a calibrated aluminum scatter plate mounted around the lens and twodimensional imaging detectors for SBS and SRS. Light scattered at larger angles was collected with calibrated diodes. Figure 3 shows the time-integrated SBS and SRS losses and the experimental wall temperatures of methane-filled and empty hohlraums for various beam smoothing conditions. For gas-filled hohlraums we find that the total scattering losses are reduced from (18 f 3)% for unsmoothed laser beams to (3 f 1)% when applying KPPs plus 0. 22 These experimental observations are consistent with calculations of the filamentation threshold [48, 49] and with measured Raman spectra. We observe that short wavelength Raman scattering is gradually suppressed with improved beam smoothing consistent with a reduction of energy in hot spots which produce filamentation (KPP only) and the reduction of the filamentation rate of hot spots (with additional SSD). For our plasma conditions [31 laser beams filament for intensities of I > 5 -8 x lo1 5' , calculations show that the W cm-2. For unsmoothed laser beams more than 30% of the laser beam exceeds this threshold in the LEH region where Raman scattering occurs. On the other hand, a smoothed laser beam shows a significantly smaller fraction of high intensity spots. Typically less than 5% of a Nova beam smoothed with a KPP is above the filamentation threshold and therefore such beams are more stable against filamentation.
The comparison of the experimental wall temperatures with simulations [6, 40] and scalings [2, 50] indicate a laser conversion efficiency into x rays of 80% -90%. This estimate is based on the measured absorbed energy into the hohlraum where SBS and SRS losses are already subtracted. The suppression of these parametric scattering processes is therefore important for the energetics of hohlraums avoiding laser energy losses and consequently maximizing the x-ray production. In addition, it is particularly critical to suppress stimulated Raman scattering because of the production of hot electrons. Stimulated Raman scattering is a three wave process where an incident light wave decays into a scattered light wave of smaller energy and an electron plasma (Langmuir) wave. The electron plasma wave is damped by electron Landau damping where electrons can gain significant energy from the wave turning into so-called hot electrons. The process obeys the Manley-Rowe relations (energy and momentum conservation) from which we can calculate energies of 20-40 keV of the hot electrons for typical parameters of inertial confinement fusion plasmas. These electrons can preheat the fusion capsule reducing its compressibility. Calculations show that for future ignition experiments, e.g., at the National Ignition Facility (NIF), the time-integrated hot electron fraction must be smaller than 15% (6%) for 20 keV (40 keV) electrons to avoid a reduction of the capsule gain. Wavelength (0.1 nm) Figure 4 . Example of a temporally resolved titanium emission spectrum coated on a tracer foil in a gas-filled Nova hohlraum. A peak hot electron fraction of 9 % is inferred.
We have measured the local hot electron fraction in gas-filled hohlraums by xray emission spectroscopy using titanium-chromium tracers mounted at various locations in a gas-filled hohlraum. These hohh-aums were heated with unsmoothed Nova beams showing a significant fraction of the total laser energy (Etot = 27 kJ) scattered by stimulated Raman scattering (EsRS G 1 kJ). These experiments show a clear correlation between the time histories of stimulated Raman scattered light and of the hot electron fraction measured with x-ray spectroscopy. The presence of highly energetic electrons in these plasmas gives rise to characteristic x-ray emission features showing hydrogen-like resonance emission simultaneously with the emission of Li-, Be-, B-, and C-like satellite lines on temporally resolved spectra, An example of a spectrum measured 1.1 ns after the beginning of the 2.4 ns long laser pulse is shown in Figure 4 . The intensity of the hydrogen-like resonance transition in Ti (1 s 2s -2p 2Po or Ly-a) is found to be more than one order of magnitude larger than calculated for a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution function with a temperature obtained from independent measurements. This spectral line together with the emission from lower ionized charged stages can be used to quantify the hot electron fraction.
For our conditions, we can approximate the electron velocity distribution function by a cold thermal Maxwellian distribution (Te) plus a Maxwellian tail of hot electrons (Thet) produced by SRS [8, 9] . A standard spectroscopic tool to infer Te is the line intensity ratio of the He-a line to the lithium-like dielectronic satellites which are dominated by the j k 1 dielectronic satellites [5 I] .
Extending the analysis of Ref. (151 to the temperature and density regime encountered in this experiment shows that Te is high enough so that this method is not sensitive to the presence of hot electrons in the plasma. For example, at t = Q + 1 .l ns this ratio gives Te G 1 keV for the titanium-chromium foil plasma. Complete spectra simulations as shown in Figure 4 and additional measurements of the intensity ratio of the He-p lines from titanium and chromium [52] verify this result. This value is slightly smaller than 1.5 keV of the surrounding CH-plasma as measured with Thomson scattering [31] , because the heating of the foil lags behind that of the gas.
The comparison of the experimental spectra with synthetic spectra applying collisional-radiative model calculations shows that the experimental spectra am influenced by hot electron excitation. Including a non-Maxwellian electron velocity distribution function into the modeling gives a quantitative estimate of the plasma conditions. On the other hand, assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution with temperatures of 1 -1.5 keV results in a calculated relative intensity of the Ly -a transition which is at least one order of magnitude smaller than experimentally observed (Fig. 4) . Using time-dependent non-Maxwellian calculations which include hot electrons with an energy of 20 keV (based on x-ray continuum measurements [lo] results in a wider range of ionization stages showing the Ly -a lines, the He -a line, intercombination line, and the Li-, Be-, B-, and C-like n = 2 satellites as observed in the experiments. The calculated spectrum shown in Fig. 4 matches the observed intensities rather well and has been calculated for a hot electron fraction of 9%. This result is valid for unsmoothed Nova beams and is significantly larger than the experimental values obtained for smoothed laser beams. X-ray continuum measurements from gas-filled hohlraums which have been heated with beams smoothed by KPPs plus SSD show that the (time-integrated) hot electron fraction is reduced by a factor of about 10. This finding is consistent with the factor of 6 drop of SRS losses seen in Fig. 3(a) for gas-filled hohh-aums. Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the hot electron fraction inferred from the spectra synthesis for spectra measured at various times during the hohhaum heating. The independently measured SRS losses are shown for comparison. A correlation between the hot electron fraction and the SRS signal is apparent. The error bar for the hot electron fraction is in the range of 25% -50%. Other parameters such as the electron density and opacity are obtained self consistently from the spectra. They compare well with the results of the hydrodynamic modeling and with calculations based on the initial conditions of the experiments. From the temporally integrated spectroscopic hot electron fraction l/T j;*4fhot(t) dtEO. 2 we find an averaged hot electron energy of Shot = 500 J with Ehot / E = 0.019 (E = 27 kJ the total laser energy delivered to the hohlraum) assuming that the local value of the hot electron fraction is valid for a large part of the hohlraum plasma and further using an averaged electron density of lo21 cm-3 from hydrodynamic calculations.
Time (ns) This value for the time-integrated hot electron fraction is in close agreement with the temporally and spatially integrating continuum measurements which give Ehot z 400 J; Ehot / E = 0.015 as well as with the hot electron fraction and energy estimated from the measurements of the Raman scattered light. From the ManleyRowe relations we can calculate the energy in suprathermal electrons from SRS [8, 9] . For these experiments we measured simultaneously with x-ray spectroscopy a total energy loss into SRS of 1 kJ. The energy of the scattered photons by SRS is found from the measured spectra so that we can infer the energy into hot electrons ofE hot G 410 J which compares well with the above results.
GAS BAG BENCHMARKING EXPERIMENTS
To validate kinetic code calculations (or collisional-radiative modeling) of atomic spectra, well diagnosed plasmas which can serve as test beds are a necessary prerequisite. At Nova, spherical gas bag plasmas [20] have been developed for laser plasma interaction studies in large scale-length plasmas with typical electron densities of 10 21 cm-3 and peak electron temperatures of 3 keV. The targets consist of an aluminum washer covered with two thin polyimide membranes on either side. By filling the target with 1 atm of propane (C3H8) or neopentane (C5Hl2) with a small amount of argon (1%) for spectroscopy, an almost spherical gas balloon with a known electron density and of 2.75 mm diameter is created. Figure 6 shows a picture of the target. In the figure, vertical slits can be seen which have been mounted for spatially resolving x-ray spectroscopic measurements. Figure 6 . Gas bag target of 2.75 rnn diameter together with vertical slits for spatially resolving x-ray spectroscopic measurements.
The gas bags are heated with nine laser beams with a total of 22 kJ for a duration of 1 ns. X-ray spectroscopy from argon and chlorine impurities has been applied to determine the electron temperature in these plasmas and a peak value of 3 keV [22] was measured consistent with radiation hydrodynamic modeling.
Recently, we have performed Thomson scattering and we verified the plasma temperatures measured with x-ray spectroscopy. Thomson scattering observes the scattering of electromagnetic radiation from a probe laser by the electrons of the plasma. It is a spatially and temporally resolving technique which interpretation is based on theory. In the collective scattering regime, where the wavelength of the probe laser is larger than the Debye screening length, the collective behavior of the plasma is observed. In this case, the light is scattered at the ion acoustic and electron plasma wave resonances, and from the measured frequencies and damping of these features -called ion feature and electron feature -one obtains the electron temperatures Te and densities ne, ion temperatures Ti, and the averaged ionization stage Z. The macroscopic flow velocities v can be inferred from the Doppler shift of the experimental spectra. We applied this powerful diagnostic at Nova using a 40 probe laser of 50 J energy focused into the gas bag plasma at a distance of 800 pm from the target center. Figure 7 shows an experimental Thomson scattering spectrum of the ion feature. The spectrum was measured temporally resolved with an optical streak camera and a lm spectrometer. A fit to the experimental data using the theory for multi-ion species [23, 53] gives Te = 2 keV and Ti = 0.6 keV. Figure 7 . Experimental Thomson scattering spectrum from a gas bag plasma measured at t = to + 1.2 ns after the beginning of the 1 ns heater pulse of squared intensity shape.
The experimental electron temperatures show mutual agreement between the results from the Thomson scattering technique and with temporally and spatially resolved x-ray spectroscopy using the intensity ratio of the He-a line to the lithiumlike j k I dielectronic satellites. This intensity ratio has many advantages over other spectroscopic techniques: the lines can easily be made optically thin by adjusting the impurity concentrations; the lines are separated only by a small wavelength interval so that the sensitivity of the instrument does not change drastically reducing errors due to the relative calibration; and the upper states of the dielectronic satellite transitions are populated on time scales of -100 ps so that there are only small differences in the time-resolved and steady state analysis of the spectra reducing possible errors even further. The two techniques are compared in Fig. 8 together with LASNEX simulations. The error bars for the spectroscopic data are in the range of 20% and Thomson scattering data are accurate to within 10%. The experimental data are also in reasonable agreement with the simulations when including heater beam backscattering losses by SBS and SRS. The latter show slightly higher peak temperatures and also a faster rise of the electron temperature than experimentally observed.
At present, we are working on improved simulations to take better into account the geometry of the heater beams. While the electron and ion temperature in these gas bag plasmas is well known from the measurements described above the electron density is principally known by the density of the gas fill. Measurements of the wavelength of the Raman scattered light which occurs at the frequency of the electron plasma or Langmuir w&e give a value for the electron density which is consistent with the gas fill density [20, 24] . In addition, x-ray spectroscopic measurements of the resonance and intercombination line of helium-like argon have also been shown to be in agreement with the expected densities [22] . The detailed measurements and the simulations provide a good understanding of the plasma conditions in these gas bag target and it can therefore be used as a spectroscopic source to benchmark kinetics with experimental spectra. These type of experiments begun two years ago investigating Xe L-shell spectra [54] .
Recently, we have measured the dielectronic satellites on the red wing of the He-p line of argon which relative intensity is sensitive to the electron temperature and therefore important for the characterization of capsule implosions [ 181. Figure 9 shows an example of a measured spectrum of the He-p line from a gas bag plasma where the satellites are labeled following Ref. [55] . The spectrum has been fit by Voigt profiles to determine the relative intensities of the lines (the He-P2 component is excluded from the fit to show its small contribution to the intensity of the He-p line but it is included when comparing with calculated line ratios). For example the experimental ratio between the satellite feature 4 and the He-p line is 0.15 + 0.01 for ne = 10 21 cm-3 and Te = 1.3 keV. This result is in excellent agreement with collisional radiative modeling which predict a ratio of 0.17. The complete spectrum is presently under investigation. In particular, the consistency of the various line ratios with the code predictions for a single temperature and density are being studied. In addition, data have been taken at various times during the gas bag heating and for different densities. These results will be published elsewhere. The present results verify the collisional radiative modeling which is applied for the interpretation of implosion spectra [18, 54] . It indicates that the smaller temperatures (when compared to simulations) obtained for the capsule conditions with this method are not due to the kinetic models. Spatial temperature gradients and/or difficulties with the satellite technique at small intensities and large widths are probably responsible for the discrepancies.
CONCLUSIONS
The present laser absorption measurements at the Nova laser facility are important to understand the physics of closed-geometry gas-filled hohlraums. They were designed to study plasma conditions similar to those anticipated at the National Ignition Facility. For example, laser beam smoothing by kinoform phase plates and by spectral dispersion has been adopted in the NIF design because of its beneficial effects seen in the Nova experiments. Its will be particularly important to suppress stimulated Raman scattering in the large scale plasmas encountered at the NIF because of the production of hot electrons. Our spectroscopic measurements will be a useful tool for future experiments to determine the local fraction of the hot electrons near the fusion capsule to estimate possible preheat effects.
Experiments in well-diagnosed gas bag plasmas have shown that collisional radiative (kinetics) modeling of the intensities of the He-p line and its satellites is in excellent agreement with the measured spectra. This result increases our confidence in the characterization of implosion capsules which requires Stark broadening calculations coupled to a kinetics model to calculate the detailed line shapes for density and temperature diagnostics.
